City of Kimberly
Minutes for special meeting
City Council
Meeting Agenda

MAY 20, 2020
6:00PM
242 Hwy 30 E., Kimberly, ID 83341

CALL TO ORDER & PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
WELCOME – PLEASE TURN OFF CELL PHONES – THANK YOU
ROLL CALL OF CITY COUNCIL MEMBERS- City Clerk Carrie Kimball confirmed by roll call
the following officials in attendance.
Councilman Tomlinson
Councilman Eisenhower
Council President Duncan
Councilman Richman

CEREMONIES, APPOINTMENTS, ANNOUNCEMENTS, PRESENTATIONS-None
AMENDMENTS TO THE AGENDA-None
DECLARATION OF CONFLICT-None
1. CITIZEN ISSUES – PUBLIC INPUT –None.
2. DISCUSSION-ACTION ITEM-CONSENT CALENDAR - Councilman Eisenhower motioned to
approve the Consent Calendar-Councilman Tomlinson second the motion. Roll call: Councilman
Tomlinson-yes, Eisenhower-yes, Duncan-yes, Richman-yes
A. Approve Minutes for May 12, 2020
B. Accounts Payables: May 13, 2020 – May 31, 2020
General Fund
Water Fund
Sewer Fund
Library

$ 14,540.72
$ 39,670.37
$ 5,549.61
$ 1,094.24

TOTAL

$ 60,854.94

3. UNFINISHED BUSINESS
A. DISCUSSION-ITEM- Kimberly Good Neighbor Days
Mayor-I’ve asked Susie our coordinator to be here with us. Craig and I spent allot of time calling
around to the other cities, and everyone seems to be moving forward with their 4th of July festivities.
Rupert, Buhl, Filer, and Twin Falls are all still planning to do their events. Twin Falls did however
cancel Western Days, due to it falling in the stages of reopening still. I wasn’t thinking it was a good
idea to move forward at first, but after talking with people around town the last few days they are really
wanting to see us continue with the event. They want to bring back some sort of normalcy. I’ve changed

my thoughts, and I think we should move forward. KGN Days is past the Governor’s 4-Stage Plan to
reopen so I feel confident in moving forward unless we see a large spike in cases leading up to it. This
will still be a day by day process but I feel good about this. There will be some people that may not feel
comfortable going out, but this is not a mandatory event. I would like some input from the Council and
staff. I’d like Susie to step forward and speak to us about it.
Eisenhower-My only concern is we are usually planning this thing from the beginning, if not sooner. Do
you have enough time, and have you been able to secure venders?
Susie-Oh of course, there were some things that had me on hold due to the Corona Virus for sure. The
biggest thing I put on hold was the Fireworks donations. I really wanted to go out and talk with
businesses that hadn’t participated in the past. First though I want to thank Kloepfer for such a great
donation last year. I really appreciated that. You were a huge donation. Last year was $10,000.00. I
was at about $3500.00 before Covid hit and was really excited, they were all new donations. I started
calling after Covid and some have had to withdrawal. People are struggling right now. I didn’t feel
right about calling for donations. I put the Vender and Donation applications on Facebook. I had so
many hits. I started calling our regular donors and venders and they were excited and begging me to
get the City to move forward with this. They need the business.
Eisenhower-So they are really needing the opportunity.
Susie-Yes, they were very adamant about convincing our City to do this event. I have several venders
already lined up and wanting to be here. I talked with Debra Mill for the Miss Kimberly Breakfast told
me she has already ordered the meat. The Doughnut Lady and the Guy from Porked-Out, and the Kettle
corn guy all asked if they could come. They are ready. They are begging for it. Everyone’s waiting for
an answer. I’ve told them all we are hopeful but we can’t be for sure until the actual day of the event. It
may get cancelled last min and we are all okay with that.
Eisenhower-When is it this year?
Mayor-Second Saturday in July like every year.
Susie July 10th and 11th this year.
Nancy-I have a lot of misgivings about going forward. Just because don’t really know what this thing is.
I have an 80-year-old husband and an 84-year-old mother so wherever I go, exposure can happen and I
carry it with me. I told the Mayor whatever is decided I won’t be negative, but I will not be
participating this year. I’m very worried about the Parade route, you know what it’s like out there.
Everyone’s on top of each other. We are not done with this thing. This thing can be pretty wicked. The
survival rate is all fabulous but it’s a very wicked thing we are dealing with here. It’s a serious deal if
you’re the one that gets it, and it’s VERY serious if it’s your mother that gets it.
Susie-I agree, I agree. Respectively I would say you can participate by drawing the picture for the tee
shirts, you don’t have to attend to participate. You can donate, you can sit in your car.
Nancy-Someone needs to get ahold of the Lions Club and let them know.
Susie-I talked to Virgil just today, because last year they sponsored the tee shirts and they are again this
year. Virgil said the Lions Club is on board again can you let me know yes or no. I told him I was
meeting here tonight and would hopefully have an answer. I told him regardless of the decision it’s
probably going to be day to day.

Nancy-I just want everyone to know that no matter what decision is made I’m not going to participate.
Susie-I’ve been talking with the school and thought about maybe even doing a Drive-In type thing for
the fireworks. Everyone is expected to come in their car or truck sits in or on their car or on their hood
to watch them. Another thing, now that I have done this for two years in a row is, everyone stopping
and asking me what’s going on this year with GND?? I was kind of on the same lines as Burke on this.
That maybe we should just pump the breaks on this and not do it. But I’ve had so many people stop and
ask me all around town wanting it to happen. Even the seniors are asking about it. I’m a very active
listener and my general feedback is like Burke; the community wants this. It brings back the pride and
that this is America and we can get through it. Biff the pogo guy is coming; we have Millers Petting zoo
coming this year. I’m working with a company that’s giving the Police Department water bottles to
hand out.
Mayor-I’m going to interrupt you. I want to hear from the Counsel and the Staff. I want you to be
candid, I want your opinion on this.
Susie-I want you to know we are very much considering the risks there. We want to make it as safe as
possible. Letting people know, please bring a mask, or practice social distancing. It’s going to be hard.
Nancy-it’s going to be impossible.
Susie-We are a hugging community so I do think it might be a little hard. I don’t mind wearing a mask, I
will wear a mask.
Tomlinson-In New York they have opened up part of Central Park. They have made circles all over so
that each household has a circle to sit in and they are 10’ apart, now why can’t we do something like
that? Then tell them, wear your mask, and here’s a place for your family.
Susie-I don’t know that we could accommodate something like that. Just because our park isn’t as large
as Central Park.
Tomlinson-I think we can put the circles out there. I mean if you look at the people that go there, they
already crowd into little groups. So just spread them out. I think you can do theat. I think you can also
tell them they can park in their car and when the fireworks start, they can get out and sit on their car.
Now as far as the Parade goes, I don’t see how you can stop them.
Mayor-Again if leading up to it and it’s a few days before or the day before, we can put a stop to it.
Tomlinson-you can’t tell where the spikes are. It is so confusing to listen to them. They don’t tell you
the truth anyway. You’re going to have to go to the Health Department to find out what the spikes are.
Mayor-We are watching those on a continuous basis.
Nancy-Susie in the park, could you not mount so banners that encourage all of these things?
Susie-Oh absolutely, there are trees, and Public Works that have always done good with the banners.
Nancy-Can’t we get some hand sanitizer stations?
Susie- Well I’m sure we will have to get something along like that. We can definitely have those situated
wherever we need. I’m willing to work with that. I do think that we are limited with our Police Force,
and I don’t want to be to gruff with people. That’s the thing I’m concerned about. I don’t want them to

l’d, hey your standing to close, or don’t hug…etc. I have no problem with posting signs, but I don’t want
the police to get involved.
Chief-you can put out some banners, signs, and Western Waste has some sanitation stations and have
them throughout the park. At the end of the day it’s up to the individual and their family if they want to
attend or not. I don’t think the City needs to regulate that. Encourage safety.
Susie-yes, encourage if you don’t feel well, please stay home.
Tomlinson-Put signs up like the restaurants, if your sick….Don’t come in.
Mayor-Richman, what’s your thoughts?
Richman-I think we ought to go ahead with it.
Mayor-Tim do you have anything?
Tim-I mirror the Chiefs comments
Mayor-Staff, do you have anything to add?
Susie-I do have one more quick thing, so the fireworks Drive-In, we may not be able to do that. We
can’t have the vehicles on the school grass. So, if we can’t do that, we may need to just chalk off
squares.
Mayor-Well we are going to be having the festivities all throughout the day so it doesn’t really matter.
Susie-was anyone in town this weekend? At the mall, they had their farmers market. They were not
practicing social distancing. Plenty of people not wearing masks. The tents were right next to each
other. Everyone was happy, excited, and smiling, and that gave me the confidence boost I needed to
think maybe I can pull this off!
Mayor-Well thank you, staff anything else to add? Any other questions for Susie? Thank you Susie I
appreciate you coming.
4. NEW BUSINESS
A. DISCUSSION-ACTION ITEM- Chip Seal Bid awarded to Kloepfer Inc. in the amount of
$184414.05. Councilman Duncan motioned to approve the Bid award for chip seal project
2020– Kloepfer Inc.in the amount of $184,414.05-Councilman Richman second the motion.
Roll call: Councilman Tomlinson-yes, Eisenhower-yes, Duncan-yes, Richman-yes
Brian-Mayor, Council members we bid out the Chip Seal Project for 2020 on April 22nd, 2020. We
received two bids. One was from Emery Inc and the other was from Kloepfer Inc. After evaluating the
bids, we determined that Kloepfer Inc. was the lowest responding bidder. Larry Kloepfer is here tonight
representing them. I would like to ask your permission to award the contract. There are items listed in
the bid packet for you to go over. If you have any questions, I’m here to answer them, otherwise I’ll ask
that you award the bid to Kloepfer Inc.
Duncan-Nice Packet!
Brian-Thank you, allot of paper.

Richman-How long do you think this project will take?
Brian-Talking with Larry it’s going to be pretty quick. I’m going to let Larry from Kloepfer’s step up
and address that question if that’s okay.
Larry-If I pass out dead from talking do not resuscitate me. So, we are going to start it July 6th. We
will have the Chip seal done in a day, then we will do the post broom sweeping which will last about two
days. It should go fairly fast.
Eisenhower-what page is the final cost on?
Brian-Its $184,414.05, that’s the amount. Its page three on addendum 2.
Duncan-is that the $184,414.05?
Brian-yes
B. DISCUSSION-ACTION ITEM- RV dump station. Councilman Eisenhower motioned to
approve the opening of the RV dump station this Thursday May 21, 2020. Councilman
Tomlinson second the motion. Roll call: Councilman Tomlinson-yes, Eisenhower-yes, Duncanyes, Richman-yes
Counsel gave Direction for staff to come up with a tentative informal Budget Plan to repay the Parks
Department. Get something built into the budget and establish some sort of payment plan. Also, a
proposal for the improvements that need to be made.
Craig-I hope you can hear me my voice doesn’t carry very well. The minutes are in your packets from
the last council meeting. It’s very detailed in the direction that the council was asking for. So, I hope
you have had time to go over that. In a Readers Digest version, everything we were able to pull
regarding the functioning and the questions of, how is it funded, how are we paying for it, those types of
things, and being tied into the sewer line. All these types of questions that you had. We got those for
you. I will kind of walk you through the staff report that I did for you. Back in 2010 the City applied for
a Parks and Recreation Grant for the RV dump. The award of that was $311,500.00. There was a grant
match of $20,000.00, you’ll also see $22,000.00. You’ll see where that $20,000.00 came from. Sweets
had contracted with the City to empty the dump station in 2013 which was right at $6,800.00. That
included back in November of 2013
Jed- I would agree that the RV dump could not operate without the vacuum truck and that during that
time it would have been as the figures showed, at least 60% of the vacuum truck usage.
Eisenhower- What I remember is that the reason they didn’t connect to the sewer line was because the
city was having spikes and we were reaching capacities. Now we can see that the vacuum truck was
needed. Didn’t know that then and didn’t get funded correctly.
Duncan-So what we need going forward is a plan to recoup the money that was additional expenses
that came out of the Sewer, Water, and Streets to be paid back from the General Fund to replenish those
Enterprise Funds. Going forward I’m assuming your Budget now for Parks we have built in costs for
this. The operation, reimbursement and maintenance of it.
Brian-We will have to add it to the budget for the next Fiscal year.

Duncan-right, we also then need a plan or proposal of some sort of at least $50,000.00 to get this thing
operating correctly. If we don’t pour sidewalks to Main Street, its okie dokie with me. Craig, let me ask
you this question. So, in this Grant proposal there was all of this stuff written in there. Like Sidewalks
to Main Street, the Cities Walk and Park Plan… Do we actually have in our possession a Kimberly City
Walk and Park Plan?
Craig-No from what I can see the project was accepted, funded as you see it today and closed
Duncan-it wasn’t an addendum to this Grant when it was written. Me being involved with Grant
Writing for Non-Profit, we actually had to do Grant Reporting, like here’s what we did with your money.
Has there been any requirement for us to report that we do not indeed have a walking trail, sidewalks to
Main Street, a Walk and Park plan, and the trail system connecting everything? As far as I’m
concerned it hasn’t been done and I don’t think we should spend the money to do it. Just my thought.
So, we need a plan from you.
Mayor-We need some direction from Council as to which direction you want to go. How do you want to
work this? First off, we would really like to get this open by this weekend. It’s a busy Holiday weekend.
Our Citizens want to use this. One thing we found was we weren’t in compliance with the proper
permits. Those permits have been secured now so we can go ahead and open it up. Public Works has a
list of PPE’s that are required listed in your packet. We need direction on what you want to move
forward.
Richman-If we decide to go with fixing this is it going to be this Fiscal year?
Mayor-It would have to be budgeted next Fiscal year.
Eisenhower-we have the numbers. Do you need a motion on that or just direction to have it ready by
budget?
Craig-Budget is good.
Eisenhower-I ditto pretty much everything Nancy just said. Before we put in a pay by person station, I
want to see some validation, why it can’t be put into a line item.
Duncan-well that becomes part of the budget.
Eisenhower-I know, I’m just going to want to see some information for Craig to back that up. Go
ahead Craig.
Craig-sure, having done a few of these, the Parks and Recreation grants through the State of Idaho, are
not funded from enterprise funds, restricted funds that are assessed to your water sewer account
assessments, they would never do that, nor would the City legally do that without a payback plan. They
are funded out of a parks line item.
Eisenhower-I’m not disagreeing, I’m just saying Cities have free dumps. How are they free? How do
they do it?
Craig-I would bet, I know Woodriver’s comes out of their Parks and Rec. budget and I’m not sure, Tim
does Twin Falls have a Parks and Rec. district?
Tim-I would assume so, I’m not sure what Twin has.

Craig-okay, so they have districts or budgets to operate. So that’s how theirs works. Which covers ball
fields, equipment, all sorts of stuff. It’s not based on your Water and Sewer beneficiary funds. I think I
better stop right there.
Eisenhower-I get it. But we can provide services to the community that not everyone avails themselves
to. So, I mean we do have that. We try to do the best for everyone out there right. Id like to see why we
can’t.
Craig-We will look into some options Jim that are out there and see where we are at.
Eisenhower-Okay thank you
Richman-so if we don’t do the camp ground or a walk way are we going to be in trouble with the grant
people?
Craig-That’s a good question and Nancy kind of touched on that. Until this raised its head, there was no
reason to go back and get involved with these folks. They issued DL Evans that check for $311,500.00
and the City used all of that money in addition to the $20,000.00-$22,000.00. We made the last payment
in 2017. Working with Kathy Muir the Parks and Rec. Director, she sees the grant as being closed out.
In talking with her, and there are some things I don’t want to put out there right now, probably the less
we stir this the better.
Mayor-any other question s or comments? If not then we need some direction counsel.
Counsel gave Direction for staff to come up with a tentative informal Budget Plan to repay the Parks
Department. Get something built into the budget and establish some sort of payment plan. Also, a
proposal for the improvements that need to be made for this next budget.
C.

DISCUSSION-ACTION ITEM- Council meeting 05-26-2020. Councilman Eisenhower
motioned to approve forgoing the regular May 26, 2020 Council Meeting and to reconvene on
June 9, 2020 as scheduled. Councilman Duncan second the motion. Roll call: Councilman
Tomlinson-yes, Eisenhower-yes, Duncan-yes, Richman-yes

5. ADMINISTRATIVE / STAFF REPORTS –
Chief Perry-Thank you Mayor and Council, really quick I was reading through the minutes from the
last few meetings. I saw where Nancy asked about the vehicles. I talked to Wes out of West Valley, and
Michigan was shut down. There was no one to work so they couldn’t get the vehicles out. Our vehicles
were the last two in the inspection line and they have been sitting indoors since they were built.
Everything is back up and running and was hopeful they would be in SLC Utah by this Friday and
getting upfitted. Keep your fingers crossed that by mid-late June we should have those vehicles. All of
them will be in service. The bank will be happy because then they can start cutting checks. They have
to release the checks all at once. I’d like to say thank you to Radars and Jeffs graphics for being so
gracious and patient about getting their payment. I have touched a bit in my last staff reports about
people getting restless. I think having GND is a good idea to get people out of their houses a bit. WE
notice that our calls for service the people are super up tight. Just yesterday we thought we were going
to have to get our Ballistics Shield out to get him out of the house. Luckily, he surrendered. Tensions
are way up, and the rain the last few days isn’t helping much. Some people who you wouldn’t expect to
be hostile are being a little more hostile. My officers are using their personal skills and doing a great
job of talking people down. On a brighter note, Sgt. Arrington has been kind of our go to guy for
birthday parties. We have done about a half dozen or more drive by birthdays and the kids and families

are just loving it. A lady down on Polk said she didn’t care about her toys or anything. It was the bomb
to have the cops come with theirs lights and sirens going to wish her a happy birthday. We are trying to
stay community based. Outside of that we are picking up on our traffic watch. People are getting out
more, stay off Center West, we had a lot of FB comments on that. The majority of them were good. We
cited those going 15mph plus over the posted speed limit. Great credit to Officer Saufley. Austin’s wife
Shelby is due in about 3 weeks, he will be off about 4 weeks. My officers are doing a great job.
Craig-Great information and talks tonight about the projects. We are going to do our best to get those
figures back to you. I’m working with the development on the west side of Center Street Plaza. I hope
to see those 3 western lots sold. There will be some commercial development there. Building permits
are holding right steady where we were a year ago. I can’t encourage you more to get online and do
your Census. And as you know our population count is part of our budget. We are starting to see some
of the short falls from the AIC on the income tax side. So, they are trying to prepare us for that. I have
been working with Carrie and right now, we were looking at the last reports and we are holding really
good. We hope that the next few quarters of this Fiscal year continue in that direction. At least the next
quarter will be the last quarter we will start to see some of those things. Spoke with the appraisers this
afternoon and we are preparing for some minor adjustments for some assessment values. We expect to
see those in August. Hope to get some comparisons, I have all of the data from everything that they
picked up from the construction side and we will try to have some pretty good figures for you in the
future meetings. Tomorrow morning will be our first meeting with, Brian and Jed to start going through
the water, sewers, parks and streets. There will be some changes on the park side and that will be part
of the budget process as you will see. The O’Riley’s, I have not seen as I think I have already shared
with you, the aggressiveness out there, they ordered another market study. We will see where that takes
that. Hopefully it keeps us in the right direction I will be watching that closely. To see where that
economy lands us here. I don’t blame them for seeing what’s best for them. I certainly think that an auto
parts store would be great here, fantastic for this part of the world. I hope everyone stays healthy and
again thanks to the Mayor. We deal with the PPE, every day here with the staff. Burke has been pretty
stringent and not one us has been sick. Have we had close calls? Yes. Have we had family members get
it? Yes. But thanks to the Mayor and Council this has been a long haul. And hopefully it’s behind us
soon.
Brian- Thank you Mr. Mayor and Council Members. I am going to keep this short; everybody wants to
go home tonight. For public works Jed and the guys are doing a great job. They are replacing a line
between Irene and Maxine that’s all in. Center street project is almost close to wrapping up. We have a
meeting in the morning with Jed, JUB and the contractor will be going over the street sections to make
sure everything looks good. The curb and gutter to make sure it’s installed properly. As far as new
developments park vista is getting ready to start construction, heritage farms stage2 has already started
and I’ve received plans for park vista stage 2 and I will be going over those in the next few days. So
there is a lot of work lined up and the contractors are eager to get stuff in the ground. That’s good to
know other than that that’s all I’ve got.
Eisenhower- I’ve heard great feedback on the Center Street Project so great job on that.
Duncan- Brian have you heard any negative comments about Maxine and Irene? You guys are doing a
lot of work over there.
Brian- No, we have not heard anything negative.
Duncan- they removed a lot of pine trees. Were there any complaints about that?
Brian- no not at all

Jed- None
Carrie- Mayor, council I think our biggest accomplishment up front so far was we were really
concerned about the accounts getting way past due with people not working, all the layoffs,
unemployment not going through as quick. We have been really encouraging they don’t have to make a
full payment but they need to pay something towards it because there’s going to be a time where it all
becomes due. It was last Tuesday we sent out only 31 collection type letters just letting them know that
come June 10th their bills will be due in full. Starting June 1st, we are back to regular billing procedures
and late fees. As of today, we have collected 15 of those accounts in full. Our biggest fear we were going
to get way behind of some of those accounts and actually the community has done an amazing job. We
have some of these accounts that have overpaid when they got their stimulus check. Other than that, just
going through budget stuff.
Tomlinson- Carrie I don’t know who the billing system is that you use online. Now they have done it to
me again and didn’t charge me two months in a row. I am tired of them and I want someone else to do
the job.
Mayor- If you remember correctly, we are putting together some stuff for different outfits to possibly
due the same job. We got detoured a little bit with the covid-19 situation. Once we get back to normalcy,
we will get that together.
Tomlinson- Well it’s really aggravating when you get a one-hundred-dollar bill that’s two hundred
dollars.
Mayor- If you do remember we had some downtime with Xpress Bill Pay with everyone being home and
using the system it was down and Carrie did make us aware of that at the last staff report.
Tomlinson- Well this is the same thing that happened to me last year at this time so something is
screwed up.
Mayor-As we move forward here, we will be gathering more information. I know Carrie was working
on that for quite some time. Things have taken some turns here but that is something that is still being
worked on.
Craig- Robert, I think it might be good to schedule some time to have you come in and we can make
sure everything is set up good for you. I don’t know if they are automatically charging you or if you
manually go in and pay it but I know that Carrie and Melissa work hard up there to keep things going.
Tomlinson- I expect to see the bill. I want to read it and I want to pay. But twice now they have done
this to me and it’s really irritating.
Craig- I hear you and I do think it would be good for us to get in contact with some of the folks there.
Let’s remember none of the systems are fool proof.
Duncan- Has anybody else had an issue with their payment?
Mayor- Yeah, I think Susie did.
Susie- Yeah, the Mayor text me and said do you realize you haven’t paid your bill in two months? I was
like what, No I have the online bill too. It was very embarrassing so the second he text me I went in and
paid it because I usually get an email that reminds me and so I just do it. I don’t know what kind of fees
this cost me.

Carrie- You didn’t get charged fees.
Mayor- So like I said we will be gathering more information on different options that are available.
Does anybody else have any questions for Carrie?
Tomlinson- Thank you Carrie.
Carrie- You’re welcome.
6. COUNCIL COMMENTS –
Tomlinson-None
Eisenhower- Yes, so you know I’ve got a graduating senior this year and as we know the class of 2020
kind of got hosed in many different ways this year. A lot of senior events that have been postponed or
cancelled. You know it’s been a real drag for some. It’s been a tough time for them so I want to give a
little shout out to Rod & Courtney McMillen who actually stepped up and bought all of the signs you are
seeing in the yards with their graduating senior pictures on it. The cost some pretty big bucks. That’s a
pretty cool thing they did to celebrate our graduating seniors. Again, Rod and Courtney McMillen kudos
to them. For doing that for our kids so I just want to throw that out there I think they deserve
recognition.
Craig- Jim can you get me McMIllen’s contacts.
Jim- sure
Duncan-None
Richman-None
Carrie- Mr. Mayor, Happy Birthday.
7. MAYOR COMMENTS –First off, I would like to thank the staff for all of their hard work and
cooperation through these times. We have had two staff members recently quarantined for the last few
days awaiting Covid-19 test results. I’m happy to say those results were negative. So far, our staff has
had a few close calls but everyone has remained healthy! Things are back to normal now.
As you all know we have reopened city hall on Monday to create a little bit of normalcy around here.
Thank you to everyone for wearing your masks. I know it’s hot and miserable and we all hate it as much
as the next person but I appreciate you doing it. I appreciate you all being here tonight. Look forward to
some normalcy here as we move forward. Just praying constantly that this gets behind us soon.

8. EXECUTIVE SESSION DISCUSSION–ACTION-None
ADJOURNMENT:

________________________________
Mayor, Burke Davidson

__________________________________
City Clerk, Carrie Kimball

